
U9/U10 Systems of Play 
(7v7)

2-3-1



The 2-3-1 is one of the most common formations used at the U9/U10 age level.  It provides good balance for attacking and defending with clearly 

established roles that players of this age can understand.  (Sometimes represented as 1-2-3-1 to acknowledge the Goal Keeper.)

Positions:

- 1 Goal Keeper

- 2 Defenders (Left Back & Right Back)

- 3 Midfielders (Center Mid, Left & Right Wingers)

- 1 Striker

Defending: The 2 defenders in the backline provide defensive cover to either side of the field and should shift left and right as a unit.  They should 

also receive good cover from the central midfielder and wide defensive support from the wingers.  It’s important to make the formation compact in 

front of goal.  This will make it harder for opposing teams to play through and allows players to support one another.  While the team is defending, 

the striker should remain higher up, near midfield, providing an outlet when the defense wins the ball back.

Attacking:  The lone striker in this formation will rely heavily on support from the midfield.  The central midfielder and wingers are expected to 

push up the field, creating depth and width.  While attacking in the opponent’s half, defenders should also push up as far as the midfield line. From 

this position, they should be encouraged to take action to hold opponents in their own half.  If possible, spread the other team out and attack the 

spaces with passes or by taking players on 1v1. 

Transition: The transition phase occurs every time the ball changes possession and is critical to all teams.  Players must always be prepared to 

transition from attack to defense or vice versa and know their roles and areas of responsibility.  Failure to transition quickly from attacking to 

defending will provide dangerous attacking chances to your opponent.  When transitioning from defense to attack, moving too slowly will allow the 

opponent to get behind the ball and limit your opportunities to score.

Shape: It’s important for the team to maintain the general shape of its formation as much as possible throughout games.  While it will be necessary 

to shift some with the ball, becoming too stretched can make it hard for players to support one another and opens spaces for 

opponents to attack.  On the other hand, bunching up will allow opponents to play wide around you.  Instead, players 

should work to find supporting positions to provide cover in defense and passing options in attack.

Basic Tactical Breakdown



Goal Keeper (1) – The Goal Keeper has one job: keep the ball 

out of the goal. They should trust their teammates and only come 

out of their goal when attackers have penetrated the defense or 

they are sure they can get the ball.

Defenders (2) – Have your Defenders line up at the top of the 

penalty box in line (roughly) with the goal posts.  Remind them to 

stay compact in front of the goal.

Midfielders (3) – Have the CM take up a position in the center of 

the formation where they can shield/support the backline 

(Defenders) and connect/support play to the attack.  They will 

have license to roam and support the team in all directions but 

remind them that controlling the center of the field is their most 

important job.  The Wingers should line up to either side of the 

CM.  Encourage them to get up on attacks and take chances but 

remind them to get back and help with defense, too.

Striker (1) – The Striker should be remain in an advanced 

position, ready to attack, at all times.  Remind this player to stay 

active even when they don’t have the ball.  Opportunities to 

attack can occur suddenly and catch the defense off guard.

Basic Starting Positions



Team Role: Protect the goal; slow down the attack; win the ball back; get the 

ball to their own team’s attackers whenever possible

Description: A Defender’s #1 mission is to protect the goal.  They must be 

aggressive and energetic, always fighting to win the ball back.  Ideally, defenders 

will get the ball back to their own team’s attackers but, sometimes, they might 

need to just kick it clear of danger.  (Controlling the ball is the best way to 

protect the goal if possible.)  While the team is attacking in the opponent’s half, 

Defenders should be pushed up to about midfield and ready to hold the other 

team in when they attempt to break out.  As a unit, Defenders must coordinate 

their movements with teammates to limit space in front of their own goal and 

prevent opponents from playing through their lines.

Key Attributes: Defenders must be comfortable using their bodies to gain 

control of the ball.  Tackling effectively often requires a willingness to get into 

opponents’ personal space and make strong, physical challenges.

Defending Games/Drills:
- Liverpool Defending Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xIeLrILeuM&list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0G
wvh4JsP&index=2&t=407s

- 1 v 1 to Small Goals
https://youtu.be/tDnmyIaDd9U?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0Gwvh4JsP

- Knock Down the Cone Passing Game
https://youtu.be/eOAJMb5HitI?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH

Right Back (RB/Defender)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xIeLrILeuM&list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0Gwvh4JsP&index=2&t=407s
https://youtu.be/tDnmyIaDd9U?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0Gwvh4JsP
https://youtu.be/eOAJMb5HitI?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH


Team Role: Protect the goal; slow down the attack; win the ball back; get the 

ball to their own team’s attackers whenever possible

Description: A Defender’s #1 mission is to protect the goal.  They must be 

aggressive and energetic, always fighting to win the ball back.  Ideally, defenders 

will get the ball back to their own team’s attackers but, sometimes, they might 

need to just kick it clear of danger.  (Controlling the ball is the best way to 

protect the goal if possible.)  While the team is attacking in the opponent’s half, 

Defenders should be pushed up to about midfield and ready to hold the other 

team in when they attempt to break out.  As a unit, Defenders must coordinate 

their movements with teammates to limit space in front of their own goal and 

prevent opponents from playing through their lines.

Key Attributes: Defenders must be comfortable using their bodies to gain 

control of the ball.  Tackling effectively often requires a willingness to get into 

opponents’ personal space and make strong, physical challenges.

Left Back (LB/Defender)

Defending Games/Drills :
- Liverpool Defending Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xIeLrILeuM&list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0G
wvh4JsP&index=2&t=407s

- 1 v 1 to Small Goals
https://youtu.be/tDnmyIaDd9U?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0Gwvh4JsP

- Knock Down the Cone Passing Game
https://youtu.be/eOAJMb5HitI?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xIeLrILeuM&list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0Gwvh4JsP&index=2&t=407s
https://youtu.be/tDnmyIaDd9U?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oqadwXNXCvU4D0Gwvh4JsP
https://youtu.be/eOAJMb5HitI?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH


Team Role: Control the middle of the field; support attack and 

defense; engine of the team

Description: The CM is the engine driving the whole team. In defense, 

the CM must drop in and help protect the goal, shielding the back line 

and winning the ball back as high up field as possible.  In attack, the 

CM should remain slightly behind the Striker, providing passing 

options to teammates and preventing the opponent from breaking out 

of their own half.  The CM plays from box to box and is key to both 

attack and defense, providing support to every position on the team.

Key Attributes: Your CM must have the will and energy to be in the 

center of the action throughout the majority of the game.  Players in the 

CM position cannot be timid or slow going into tackles and should 

have good ball control.    

Center Midfielder (CM)

Midfield Games/Drills:
- First Touch Exercise
https://youtu.be/4oiHx6pYarU

- Short Passing: Technique Into Skill
https://youtu.be/5HlBZVBRovk

- Basic Support Play Drill
https://youtu.be/2Iuai7Rg_a8

https://youtu.be/4oiHx6pYarU
https://youtu.be/5HlBZVBRovk
https://youtu.be/2Iuai7Rg_a8


Team Role: Provide attacking and defensive support; help create and 

score goals

Description: Wingers must balance their roles supporting the attack 

and helping defend.  In defense, Wingers will try to win the ball back 

as high up the field as possible but may need to drop back close to 

their own goal at times.  In attack, Wingers drive the ball up the field to 

create goal scoring chances.  Wingers should take some chances on the 

attack, dribbling past opponents and/or working with teammates to 

pass through them.  Common tactics include driving to the end line 

before crossing the ball to teammates or cutting in to shoot. 

Key Attributes: Wingers are attack-minded playmakers.  They should 

be empowered to take defenders on in 1v1 situations in the attacking 

half but must be quick to recover and defend when needed.

Right Wing (RW)

Midfield Games/Drills:
- Liverpool Passing Exchange Drill Unopposed
https://youtu.be/79VNOFwpzig

- Number Passing Drill
https://youtu.be/p5oU9P5t68c?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH

- Smart Drills for Youth Soccer Players: Scissors and Shoot
https://youtu.be/ZSBzsW7RT2g

https://youtu.be/79VNOFwpzig
https://youtu.be/p5oU9P5t68c?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH
https://youtu.be/ZSBzsW7RT2g


Team Role: Provide attacking and defensive support; help create and 

score goals

Description: Wingers must balance their roles supporting the attack and 

helping defend.  In defense, Wingers will try to win the ball back as high 

up the field as possible but may need to drop back close to their own goal 

at times.  In attack, Wingers drive the ball up the field to create goal 

scoring chances.  Wingers should take some chances on the attack, 

dribbling past opponents and/or working with teammates to pass through 

them.  Common tactics include driving to the end line before crossing the 

ball to teammates or cutting in to shoot. 

Key Attributes: Wingers are attack-minded playmakers.  They should be 

empowered to take defenders on in 1v1 situations in the attacking half but 

must be quick to recover and defend when needed.

Left Wing (LW)

Midfield Games/Drills:
- Liverpool Passing Exchange Drill Unopposed
https://youtu.be/79VNOFwpzig

- Number Passing Drill
https://youtu.be/p5oU9P5t68c?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH

- Smart Drills for Youth Soccer Players: Scissors and Shoot
https://youtu.be/ZSBzsW7RT2g

https://youtu.be/79VNOFwpzig
https://youtu.be/p5oU9P5t68c?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oC4xisnYHwDkHI6kR9PLXH
https://youtu.be/ZSBzsW7RT2g


Team Role: Start the attack; create & score goals

Description: The striker stays high up the field at all times.  When the 

team is defending in its own half, the Striker should stay close to midfield, 

ready to start the attack once your team wins the ball back.  When the 

team is attacking in the opponent’s half, the Striker should typically be the 

most advanced player and work with the team to create and score goals.  

The Striker can help win the ball back from the other team but has very 

little defensive responsibility and should focus primarily on attacking.

Key Attributes: Strikers should be empowered to take defenders on and 

go for goal.  They should ideally be capable of shooting comfortably and 

with decent power from anywhere in the opponent’s penalty area.  They 

should also have little defensive responsibility, remaining free to focus on 

attacking play.

Striker (S)

Striker Games/Drills:
- Through Ball Shooting Drill
https://youtu.be/SiL20HVogNY?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oTpkMD24xd-c2IzZjHMitX

- Smart Drills for Youth Soccer Players: Touch, Roll, Push and Hit
https://youtu.be/h695mVRJ3nU

- Escape Markers & Finish
https://youtu.be/API1vQkMKcI

https://youtu.be/SiL20HVogNY?list=PLJ3bjBzxMy9oTpkMD24xd-c2IzZjHMitX
https://youtu.be/h695mVRJ3nU
https://youtu.be/API1vQkMKcI


Positioning Scenario: Defending

Defending Deep – Ball on the Left Flank

Contain the Attack – Note that the LB, CM, & LW have shifted  to 

squeeze the space around the player in possession of the ball.  They 

are now in position to tackle the attacker and regain possession.

Positioning Off the Ball 

- Striker: Hold position high up near midfield.  Once your team 

regains possession, players should look to get the ball forward to 

the Striker quickly.

- Right Back: Shift to the middle, staying on line with the LB.  By 

doing so, the RB is now in position to protect the goal if the 

opponent succeeds in passing or dribbling inside.

- Right Wing: Similar to the RB, shift to the middle, generally on 

line with the opposite Winger.  The RW is now in position to 

defend but is also in a good spot to collect any loose balls that 

may come central.

- Goal Keeper: Encourage your Keeper to trust their teammates 

and remain in position near the goal rather than charging into the 

action.  The GK should always position themselves between the 

ball and the goal and only come out when attackers have 

penetrated the defense in the penalty area.



Attacking in the Opponent’s Half

Attacking On the Wing – A common way to attack opponents is to 

move the ball up the left or right flank.  As the attack develops, the 

Wingers can cut inside or push down to the touchline before crossing the 

ball to supporting attackers.  Note the general 2-3-1 shape remains intact. 

Positioning Off the Ball 

- Striker: The Striker has freedom to support the attack depending on 

how the defense reacts.  If the entire defense commits to defending 

the Winger on the flank, the Striker can offer a direct run to the goal 

or in behind the defense further up the flank.

- Center Mid & (other) Winger: These players should shift across the 

field and take up supporting positions.  The CM should offer depth 

and passing options.  The opposite Winger should pinch in toward 

the middle, prepared to receive passes, collect loose balls, and/or 

make runs to goal.

- Defenders: While attacking in the opponent’s half, Defenders 

should push up to about the midfield line.  This prevents the 

formation from becoming stretched and vulnerable to counter attacks.  

From this position, they should be encouraged to stay alert and 

aggressively prevent opponents from breaking out.  Give them license 

to step up and even make attacking runs if the chance 

appears.  

Positioning Scenario: Attacking



Alternative Formations

Watch this video for more information: https://youtu.be/FiwQOZMhPRI

https://youtu.be/FiwQOZMhPRI


Additional Information

Position-specific Slides

On the slides dedicated to individual positions, you may be viewing the color scheme (green, yellow, and red) in a manner similar to how we 

read traffic lights.  While this is generally correct, be careful not to let it trap your players in the green areas.  The borders of these zones are 

guidelines, not prison walls.

- Green: This is the position’s primary area of responsibility.  Players should always consider this area their top priority.  Their teammates will 

count on them most in these areas.

- Yellow: This is the secondary area of responsibility.  Players will be called upon to action in these areas several times in each game and should 

not be afraid to cross into them.  It’s important for each player to recover to their green zones quickly once they’ve completed these actions but 

encourage them to take action in the yellow zones when the run of play calls for it.

- Red: Red zones are areas that players at a given position will rarely have a reason to go.  It’s important that players avoid going to these zones; 

however, there may be instances in which they will need to.  Instruct your players to recover quickly and/or cover for one another when this 

happens but ask them to avoid it as often as possible and trust their teammates.

Practice Activities

Many of the videos linked in this guide involve long intro speeches by coaches.  There’s a lot of good coaching in the speeches but don’t get 

stuck trying to recreate those moments with your teams.  While it may be necessary to say more in the process of introducing new games, remember 

that our aim is to keep kids playing as much as possible.  Instead of delivering all of the information up front, give them enough to get going and 

understand the focus of the exercise.  From there, you can pull players aside or freeze the group at key moments to illustrate your coaching points.  

Just remember that too much talking and/or waiting in lines will drag your tempo down and players will begin to check out on you.

Small-sided games are an excellent way to keep kids playing throughout practice.  Minor adjustments to the rules will allow you highlight 

different aspects of the game for development while requiring little set-up or explanation.  See the following examples:

- Limit Touches:  Only allow players 1, 2, or 3 touches.  This is a great way to work on ball control and speed of thought/play.

- Require a Skill: Require players to make all of their turns using a skill move. (ex. drag-back, chop, or hook)  If a player goes around the ball to 

turn instead of using a skill, everyone on the field must drop for 5 push-ups before they continue playing (possession is up for grabs!).  This 

creates an emphasis on your chosen skill.

- Add a Shot Clock: Give Team One 7-10 seconds to take a shot.  If they fail to get a shot off ,they must give the ball back to Team Two.  This 

will help you work on transition and tempo.  When possession times out on Team One, send the ball back to Team Two’s 

GK and work on building out from the back with possession.



Closing Comments/Notes

Age Specific Expectations

Players at this level are generally 8 and 9 years old and are just becoming aware of the team around them.  Some may be quicker

than others to adapt to new positions and the responsibilities that come with them.  Their first instinct may still be to kick the ball clear or 

dribble without passing to teammates.  Development is still widely varied.  Ball mastery remains a key focal point of their development 

and it is too soon to begin specializing them in any particular position.  Above all, be patient and praise their efforts constantly.

Teaching Formations, Positions, and Teamwork

The position-specific slides in this guide are designed so that they can be printed and given to players.  Plan which position each 

player will take at the start of each week and encourage them to look over this information as a supplement to practices.  Make sure they 

know that a position is not a single point on the field but, rather, an area and set of responsibilities supporting the team.

At practice, it may be beneficial to walk them through scenarios like the offensive and defensive scenarios on pages 10-11.  Walk 

the ball to different points on the field and have the team shift as they would in the game.  This will give you opportunities to develop their 

understanding and clarify each player’s role.  Player understanding is key to any system but be careful not to overdo this!  Limit yourself to 

5-10 minutes of this each week to prevent losing your players’ attention.    

Plan Ahead

This is easy to say but, as any volunteer can tell you, may not always be as easy to do.  Without a plan, coaching can become

stressful.  Don’t let it fool you, though, it doesn’t have to be art to keep your team moving and your blood pressure down.  Planning your 

practices, line-ups, and substitutions will make your work on the field 100 times more enjoyable and effective.  

Team Culture

Kids want to win naturally.  As coaches, we don’t have to create that drive, we just need to support it. Empower your team to try 

things and take risks (within reason).  Challenge them with attainable objectives and praise every effort.  Your feedback will either fuel 

their growth or weigh them down.  Keep it simple and have fun above all else.

*Contact club Technical Director Sean Yohe (sean@ogdensoccer.com) for coaching questions and guidance.  

mailto:sean@ogdensoccer.com

